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Problem Setting

Partial Label 
Learning (PLL)

• Each instance is 
associated with a set 
of candidate labels, 
but only one is the 
ground-truth label, 
while others are false-
positive labels.

Applications

• Document annotation;
• Image annotation;
• Video annotation.



The Aim and Main Challenge for PLL

PLL Training 
Dataset 𝒳

train a multi-class 
classifier with 
disambiguation 𝑦 ∈ 0,1 !

𝐹": 𝒳 ⟶ 𝑦

How to perform 
disambiguation?

The Aim

The Main 
Challenge



Motivation

perform 
disambiguation

the averaging-based 
method [1] [2]

the identification-
based method [3] [4]

It can be easily misled by the the noisy 
false-positive labels in the candidate set, 
which fails to generalize well in testing.

The identification-based method usually update the model parameter and latent label/confidence variable via an iterative
procedure. As the ground-truth variable is discrete, the optimization is often NP-hard. Existing approaches usually take the
label that incurs a minimal loss as the ground-truth label or use the weight to represent which label has a high likelihood to
be the ground-truth label.

Little work has been done to investigate from how a candidate label changing a predictive model. Motivated by influence
function (IF) that characterizes how a model’s predictive loss changes when a small fraction of data points being
perturbed, this paper first attempts to apply IF to deal with PLL.

labeling confidence-
based method [5] [6]

neural network-
based method [7] [8]



Partial Label Learning via Label
Influence Function

We provide a new insight into partial label learning (PLL) from the perspective of 
influence function, and develop a novel framework called Partial Label Learning via Label 

Influence Function (PLL-IF),

We first define a quantity called Label Impact to quantify how a candidate label changes a 
predictive model, which can be further employed as an indicator to identify the most 

influential candidate label with highest impact on a model optimizer.

We then introduce Label Influence Function (LIF) to efficiently approximate the label 
impact, which avoids retraining the model after each label is removed or perturbed, and 
largely reduces the heavy computation of the label impact. We further propose a novel 

ground-truth label identification method called Ground-truth Label Identification via 
Label Influence Function (GLI-LIF)

Lastly, we implement the PLL-IF framework through a representative non-neural network 
model (i.e., SVM model) and a basic neural network model respectively. Extensive 

experiments are conducted on synthetic and real-world datasets to demonstrate the 
superiorities of the proposed PLL-IF framework.
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Partial Label Learning via Label
Influence Function

• In order to identify the ground-truth labels from the candidate label set, we propose a novel ground-truth 
label identification method called Ground-truth Label Identification via Label Influence Function (GLI-
LIF), the objective function can be expressed as follows:



Experiment Results
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